OPEN SEMINAR ON RELIGION IN MUSEUMS – AND THEME PARKS!

Tuesday 5 December at 13.00-15.00
room 415, bldg. 1453, Nobelparken

John Reeve presents
‘Islam and museums – what’s happening?’

John Reeve was for a long time Head of Education at the British Museum, where he taught and wrote about religions and was involved in several related gallery and exhibition projects. He has since taught museum studies at UCL Institute of Education and elsewhere.

Crispin Paine presents
”From Religion in Museums to Religion in Theme Parks”


John Reeve and Crispin Paine have both worked with these themes in many contexts and have contributed to Religion in Museums- Global and Multidisciplinary Perspectives (Bloomsbury Academic 2017) as well as other central works within this area. The talks are funded by the AUFF (Aarhus University Research Foundation). The two talks are hosted by the Religion and Museum work group in collaboration with the Center for Contemporary Religion.

ALL ARE WELCOME!

Contact person: Marie Vejrup Nielsen, associate professor and director of the Center for Contemporary Religion: mvn@cas.au.dk